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I ensured that the bulk of each specimen remained 

untouched, so that future analysts could have 

access to material uncontaminated by the present 

day. I took small samples to the Netherlands to 

perform a unique experiment – for the first time 

since Leeuwenhoek, his own specimens would 

be imaged through an original microscope. The 

obvious choice was the most powerful instrument, 

the brass microscope at the University of Utrecht. 

Their director, Peter-Hans Kylstra, was excited 

by my proposal and a small technical team was 

assembled to assist in the demonstration. Over 

lunch I sketched on a paper napkin the modification 

that should be manufactured to fit my Olympus 

camera and the Leeuwenhoek microscope onto a 

sturdy microscope stand. The device was produced 

within the hour by their workshop, allowing the 

diminutive instrument to lie unencumbered on a 

perforated plastic plate. I admitted no other lens 

between the specimen, the microscope and the 

letters that Leeuwenhoek had sent to London 

and I’d envisaged discovering contemporaneous 

particulates (fungal spores perhaps, or a hair 

from his wig). Turning the pages of his letters and 

finding his original specimen packets with their 

contents intact made international news, and has 

given scholars a unique insight into his meticulous 

techniques. 5   
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Leeuwenhoek 
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Friday 26 August 2023 marks the tercentenary of the death of 
Antony van Leeuwenhoek, the founder of microbiology. After 
three centuries, you might think that everything about his life 
and work has long since been discovered, but mysteries remain. 
Even his name is controversial: he was christened Thonis, not 
Antony, and many people still spell his name Antoni though 
Leeuwenhoek’s biographer Clifford Dobell pointed out in 1932 
that the spelling in Dutch Antonij can be rendered only as Antony 
in English. 1 American scholars invented Anton, a convention 
unknown in Europe, and Antonie – not  a name he’d have 
recognised – occurs in numerous standard sources, including 
Wikipedia, the Science Museum, and even Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. 2 It is said that Leeuwenhoek himself decided to add 
‘van’ to give his name higher social status, though his uncle was 
using van Leeuwenhoek as the family surname back in 1628. 
The Microscopes 
Ten single-lensed microscopes were associated 

with his name. One was acquired by an anonymous 

biotech organisation and has disappeared without 

trace, while another is surrounded by suspicions 

of double-dealing. Provenance of some remains a 

problem and not all those claimed by the Dutch 

were produced by Leeuwenhoek. Meanwhile I 

had the remarkable experience of identifying two 

previously unknown examples within a single year, 

bringing the total to twelve. 3

One of the greatest mysteries was how 

Leeuwenhoek prepared his specimens. Brian 

Bracegirdle had summarised the consensus in 

1978, reporting that early microscope specimens 

were: ‘prepared with little finesse.’ He added: ‘The 

first microscopists ... paid little attention to their 

specimens. No preparations from the seventeenth 

century have survived.’ 4 

It was an extraordinary revelation to discover in 

1981 that specimens prepared by Leeuwenhoek had 

remained untouched in the archives of the Royal 

Society since the 1600s. The Society’s president Sir 

Andrew Huxley had suggested that I peruse the 

Figure 1. Moment of discovery: holding his breath, the author discovers original sections prepared by Leeuwenhoek in May 1674. The specimen 
packets were attached to the original letters in the strongroom of the Royal Society and the sections within had been left undisturbed since that time.

Figure 2. Leeuwenhoek’s final mailing of specimens in 1686 consisted 
of three dried algal films. A correspondent in Courland had sent 
him what was claimed to be ‘heavenly paper’ dropped from the sky, 
but Leeuwenhoek used his microscopical skills to prove it was plant 
material from a dried pond.  
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film itself so that the image we obtained was not 

compromised by any extraneous optics. 

Very few micrographs were taken before the 

microscope was safely returned to its box. These 

unique artefacts are delicate and should clearly have 

no more handling than is unavoidable. In any event, 

once we had images to prove the point, there was 

little to be gained by subjecting further seventeenth-

century microscopes to the same procedures. 

We could observe what Leeuwenhoek had seen 

of his own specimens. This was an unprecedented 

demonstration and one of the key revelations in the 

history of science.

Enter the Electron Microscope
The samples were then mounted on aluminium 

stubs and gold-sputtered for the scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) at Cardiff University. I was 

eventually able to locate precisely the same areas of 

Leeuwenhoek’s sections that I had observed under 

the original microscope in Holland. There were 

other traces that I found on the sections including 

presumptive blood cells (Leeuwenhoek used his 

shaving razor to cut the sections) and remains of 

the house-mite Tyrophagus about which he often 

complained. 

Achieving the Ultimate
One question remained – just how good were 

the best single lenses? Horace Dall was the man 

who knew. He was an authority on optics, and 

had ground a tiny lens of the type Leeuwenhoek 

used, using the mineral spinel rather than glass. Its 

refractive index (RI) is 1.7, compared with glass 

at 1.52, and has lower dispersion so chromatic 

aberration is reduced. Dall had mounted it into a 

pocket microscope little larger than an After Eight 

mint. I photographed numerous specimens using 

this instrument. Its specifications were the highest 

you could obtain with a single lens, and nothing 

Leeuwenhoek manufactured could have given 

images of such quality, but it usefully illustrates the 

extremes to which a single-lens microscope could 

aspire.

The results were remarkable: I had already shown 

Figure 3.  Assisted by Dr Robert Fredrik, the author is adjusting his improvised microscope holder so that Leeuwenhoek’s section can be brought 
into focus by the original microscope . Capturing the images on film gave higher resolution and greater dynamic range than digital, providing the 
ideal result. 

that a microscope attributed to Leeuwenhoek 

could provide images of blood cells with a clarity 

that compared favourably with a modern compound 

instrument, and the images obtained with Horace 

Dall’s spinel microscope would be acceptable for 

most purposes. The points were proven once and 

for all. Contrary to conventional scholarly opinion, 

Leeuwenhoek was a superb microtomist,  single-

lensed microscopes could provide images far better 

than was believed, and the ability of the pioneering 

microscopists to observe fine detail exceeds what 

Figure 5. As an afterthought, the author prepared a finger-prick preparation of his blood on a coverslip and imaged it through the Utrecht lens. Not 
only are the erythrocytes vividly displayed, but the lobed nucleus of a granulocyte is resolved (top right). The lens could image objects down to 0.8 μm.

Figure 6. Horace Dall was an experienced optical specialist based in 
Luton. He ground his lens from spinel, a mineral with an NI of 1.7 
and low dispersion. The result is approximately 1 mm in diameter and 
magnifies 400x. Dall constructed this small pocket microscope which 
created impressive images.     

Figure 4. Found buried in mud from a Delft canal, this Leeuwenhoek microscope reveals many important details of the manufacturing methods 
of the seventeenth century. It was subsequently analysed under a scanning electron microscope at the Cavendish Laboratory at the University of 
Cambridge.  
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Figure 7. In his letter to the Royal Society dated 26 August 1717, 
Leeuwenhoek included this study of spermatozoa from a ram. Although 
Leeuwenhoek’s drawings are often mentioned by scholars, he wrote 
that he was a poor artist and his studies were always drawn at his 
command by a limner.  

the standard accounts had claimed. 

With the generous support of Professor 

Richard Langford I carried out scanning electron 

microscopy of a Leeuwenhoek microscope at the 

Cavendish Laboratory of Cambridge University. We 

can observe how it was made, and I have shown 

that the SEM offers an unprecedented method of 

characterising such antique artefacts. 6

Antony van Leeuwenhoek was a consummate 

professional, far from the amateur dilettante that 

has often been stated. To him we owe the birth of 

modern microscopy, and following in his footsteps 

by reprising some of his best work has been the 

challenge of a lifetime. The legacy it bequeaths to 

the history of the microscope will live on. Perhaps 

future historians will celebrate the achievements of 

that great Dutch pioneer more than we have in the 

past. 
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